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x. The Scarcity Base of Rural Communities
The typical Midwest rural-farm community has been a variant form
of a “culture of poverty”, to borrow a term that Oscar Lewis has
popularized. U ltsunderlying assumption was scarcity. Xtwa. designed
co survive in a world of shortages and to provide social sanction for
abstinence . Its pattern of dispersed but nucleated settlement provided
protection in time of crisis. Neighbors were available in case of fire,
childbirth, accident, or other threats to safety or health. The small
towns serving these communities provided utility of time and place for the
supply of farm production and family living requirements, and for the sale
of products.
This traditional rural community was a tool to cope with scarcity,
insecurity, and isolation. It was not designed to cope with affluence. It
reflects a “folk response” to the question of the organization of rural
society. Its function invites a parallel with the role played by tribal
law as a forerunner of more formal common law, in the evolution of legal
>’C Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Minnesota. In pre-
paring and revising this paper I have benefitted from comments from many in-
dividuals, in particular John R. Brake, Keith Bryant, Wilbur Maki, and members
of the North Central Land Economics Research Committee sponsoring the seminar
on “Emerging and Projected Trends Likely to Influence the Structure of Midwest
Agriculture, 1970-1985,” Chicago, Illinois, November 11-12, 1969, at which
it was first presented.
~ Oscar Lewis, “The Culture of Poverty”, Scientific American, October 1966,
pp. 19-25.-2-
systems. The community exists in two forms, as a mode of social organization
or of political life, on the one hand, and as a manifestation of land use
and settlement policy, on the other hand. It has dimensions in both social
and geographic space. And since land use and settlement patterns are
embedded in our most fundamental principles of law, they are extremely
durable in the face of social and political change.
The land use pattern reflects a theory and a philosophy of rights
and obligations among men. It is also a powerful determinant of these
theories and philosophies, as they evolve. Settlement patterns, field
configurations, road networks, property boundaries, and the subdivision
of use rights all gave a durability to the rural community that was one of
its greatest assets. It could survive disaster. It could not be destroyed
by a frontal attack. There were so many nucleated centers that they could
survive invasion, and ingest the invader.
But the revolution in transport and communication is destroying the
“information system” on which these rural communities were structured.
Economies of size in retailing, wholesaling, storage, health, education,
recreation, and social contact are suddenly magnified many fold. Many of
the service functions of the small town were solutions to problems of
scarcity or non-substitutability that are no longer critical.
Bulk handling of more perfectly standardized products has been one of
the major technological innovations in American agriculture, This has con-
tributed to a shift from “batch-type” to “flow-type” activities, as in
poultry and egg production or beef cattle feedlots. Elimination of processes
has been another major contributor to agricultural change, as in chemical-3-
weed control or the standardization of plant populations per acre by
pelleted seed. Certain activities once believed essential have simply
been eliminated. Bagged feed, for example, has all but disappeared in
many farm communities, and with it the local warehousing function of
the small town.
The same is true for services. Types of service once supplied by
batch process are now produced and distributed in a manner that invites
comparison with a flow process. Medical care and agricultural credit
are examples. The family doctor at the rural bedside of the sick child
was delivering a batch-type service. The multi-county medical center that
is replacing this family doctor imagery is delivering a flow-type service.
Revolutions in msrketing technology have also occurred in the farm credit
field. The image of the farm client, cap in hand, approaching the small-
town country banker for a loan is being replaced by line-of-credit arrange-
ments with banks or credit institutions that are akin to flow processes in
industrial production.y
Can these changes be accompanied by
to adapt them to smaller rural community
for economies of size in services propel
a miniturization of service systems
structures? Or will the search
us Eoward large communities without
ever giving us a chance to explore alternative means for providing these
services? These are key questions for the rural community, for they are
the product of the farms they once served, and of the associated institu-
tional structure. Land tenure patterns, inheritance customs, family
y Illustrated, for example, by the open-end mortgage credi% (“Co-Farm”)
loan plan introduced by the Federal Land Bank of St. Paul (7th Agricultural
Credit District) in February 1970.-4-
responsibility for welfare, and the intiernal integration of the family
farm firm are reflected in the scale of rural communities , and our
traditional concepts of their proper function.
A new conventional wisdom is emerging, reflecting a belief that
these communities are doomed by the changes taking place in farm firms.
Big farms, externally integrated with central product and factor markets,
seem to leave no hope for the small rural community. It is undeniable
that many of our rural towns are surplus to our present needs and are
dying away. But it is necessary to set this trend in perspective. The
forces leading to concentration in agriculture do not work with equal
strength on all types of farm production. To see this more clearly it is
necessary to look closely at the nature of production processes in
agriculture .-5-
11. The Social Consequence of Weather As An Agricultural Input .— —— ——
Two crucial dimensions of agricultural production dominate the
organization and function of farm firms:
Dependence on the weather
The structure of ownership rights in land.
Big changes are occurring in both of Ehese variables, and more can be
expected. Where major modifications of the environment are possible and
disease can be controlled we find agricultural producing firms that are
increasingly similar to industrial firms. Much of the work can be reduced
to routine, repetitive tasks that do not require selection from a wide
range of possible decisions before each task is performed. Poultry products,
vegetable production, and cattle feedlots are examples.
In field crop production to date, the principal opportunities to combine
disease control with environmental modification involve water management.
Irrigation is the principal tool, but in some areas, e.g. the Netherlands,
ground water management is also possible. Although rapid advances have
been made in irrigation technology in recent years, field crop production
is still heavily dependent on the weather. This seems likely to remain true
for the forseeable future. Where rainfall agriculture remains predominant,
agricultural production will continue to be a space science, in that its
determinant characteristic is its spatial nature.
Earlier writers have emphasized the biological nature of agricultural
production, as a determinant of the optimum size and type of firms.
Gestation periods, growth cycles, and crop maturing periods give agriculture
a dimension that is sharply different from all but a few industrial production
processes. As John Brewster and others have pointed out, time is a dominant-6-
element in the cost of agricultural output, and waiting is a major phase
in the production sequence.Y
But it is clear that the biological nature of agricultural production,
considered separately, is not the major determinant of size and type of
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environment can be managed , attention can then turn to problems
pest, and weed control. This becomes the sufficient condition.
With disease, pests and weeds controlled, agricultural production can take
place in plants that resemble industrial factories in three interrelated
characteristics:
a) The producing plant can be concentrated, in a spatial sense




can be shifted from a batch process to
To a limited extent, this now occurs in some field cropsy Irrigation.,
fertilizers, waed and disease control and modern genetics permit a degree
of spatial concentration in production through higher yields per acre.
Multiple cropping in climatically favored areas also introduces an element
3_/ John Brewster, “The Machine Process in Agriculture and Industry,”
Journal of Farm Economics, Vol. 32, No. 1, February 1950, pp. 69-81. .—-7-
of continuity into crop sequences. The use of plastics, early maturing
varieties, crop drying equipment and greater investments in power to permit
timely field operations have all combined to reduce risk and increase uni-
formity in “batch-process” agriculture. But it remains seasonal, in the
majority of our agricultural areas, and dependent on the weather.
Where this remains a durable characteristic of agricultural firms,
management problems are fundamentally different from those encountered in
industry. If the farm operator must look to the weather in the morning
before deciding what to do that day, he faces a range of possible decisions
that is difficult to reduce to management norms permitting economies of
size in supervision. For optimum performance, each operator must be his
own supervisor. He must make relatively major decisions each day that will
affect the success of the production effort. The spatial distribution
of production and local variation in tie weather make it impractical to
refer these decisions to a central authority, or to commit large investments
of capital to discontinuous production processes.
It is theoretically possible to employ microclimate registering
devices for soil moisturej crumb structure, humidity, wind velocity, and
air temperature to yield data sufficiently accurate to permit a decision
center to instruct an operator whether the grain is ready to harvest or
the soil is in condition to plow. To date, a cheaper solution has been to
have a relatively large number of independent decision makers in the form
of experienced farm operators distributed over the land, each in command of
a full complement of equipment for all necessary production tasks, with none
of it on a scale so large that time-costs of idleness defeat profit goals.
In short, a family-type farm structure.-8-
1
We should be clear why this has been the optimum solution. It has
been cheaper to train farm operators to relatively high levels of decision-
making competence than to incur the costs of constructing the data and
information systems necessary to permit economies of size in the use of
management skills. A major reason why it has been cheaper to maintain a
class of skilled farm operators on this scale is that agriculture has at-
tracted or held managerial talent by means of monetary rewarda substantially
below the rewards for comparable management skills in non-farm occupations.
It has been able to do this because the American agricultural structure has
rewarded its operators in two dimensions: Through participation in income
flows in the economy, and through participation in increases in wealth.
Expectation of land value increases can promote rapid development if
the benefits are widespread throughout the economy, and received by a large
number of relatively small-scale owners. The importance of this type of
incentive for careful and intensive land development is increased by the
fact that capital gains due to land value increases are not a real cost to
the economy, but a transfer payment. The land owner who anticipates a part
of his reward through gradual increases in land value ia being paid in a
manner that does not involve the use of scarce resources. He may be motivated
to work hard and carefully in the development of his land, and be satisfied
to receive a part of his reward through ultimate capital gain.
Even if he does not convert the capital gain into cash, it remains a
powerful incentive. He can pasa on an appreciated estate to his heirs, and
the enhanced value during his life time can play an important role in his
ability to command credit.-9-
The farmer who cannot receive a part of his rewards through gradual
increases in the value of his land and capital stock is denied one of the
most effective incentives for hard and careful work. If labor input is to
be maintained, this lost incentive must be replaced with a higher caah in-
come. To be an increase in real terms, this income must be matched with
increases in the stock of consumer goods. These do require steel, copper,
electricity, petroleum, skilled labor and other scarce resources. This is
why production is expensive in real terms on large farms, plantations, or
state farms worked by wage labor. The incentive structure depends entirely
on cash income, and this places a greater burden on scarce resources.
The high real cost of agricultural production that is heavily dependent
on wage labor can be avoided if:
a] Wages can be held down, or
b) Labor is prevented from moving, or
c) Agricultural incomes are heavily taxed.
If these conditions cannot be imposed, the lack of incentives derived
from expectation of capital gain can only be offset by higher labor costs.
This is abundantly illustrated by the history of costs of production on state
farms in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.
One other possibility remains. If labor productivity in agriculture
is low, the transfer of labor out of agriculture may provide the resources
needed in industrial sectors to produce the goods and services demanded by the
workers who remain in agriculture and whose incomes have increased. This is
the classic argument for industrialization. It loses force as labor productivity
in agriculture rises. And it falls away completely if labor productivity in
agriculture equals or exceeds that in industry.-1o-
The argument can be summarized as follows: Continuing dependence on
weather as an input has dictated the spatial dispersion of major segments of
agricultural production. The wide-spread dispersal of ownership rights in
land has created a reward system that is unique in an industrial society.
It economizes on the total stock of resources required to call forth labor and
management skills. The result has been a spatial dispersal of decision-
making centers in agriculture that is reflected in a pattern of relatively
small-scale rural communities.
There is no guarantee that this community structure will continue.
Major changes are occurring in our ability to control the environment, and
weather modification is a distinct possibility. But until it is achieved
on a much greater scale than now seems possible, the spatial dispersion
of agricultural production will remain its predominant characteristic. ~is
creates a man-land relationship that makes it economical to permit rewards to
agricultural operators to be received in part through capital gains. ‘lChis
reward structure has given a stability to rural communities that is still one
of the most prominent features of our structure of local government, taxation,
and rural social relationships.-11-
111. Unequal Sharing in Increases in Wealth in Rural Areas —— . —— —— —
There are two ways to achieve an equitable share in the economic
democracy that we all desire. One is through the income flow. But this
alone is not enough. Sharing in increases in the national wealth is a
necessary addition. This can be achieved in part in the public sector, through
the use of public buildings, museums, schools, roads, and in many other ways.
But if a disproportionate part of the increase in the national stock of wealth
accrues to a few people in the private sector, the system fails. If there
is to be meaningful participation in our rising affluence, it must involve
sharing in both stock and flow variables, and in any increases that occur.
In the past, farmers and small town residents have shared in both income
and wealth. Many were typically underrewarded through the income stream.
But to an important extent they could compensate for their inadequate
participation in the income flow by a realistic participation in increases
in wealth. It is this reward system that is breaking down in many rural
communities .
In the farm sector, strictly defined, sharing in both income and wealth
has been sustained in areas where ownership has been relatively dispersed
and land values have continued to rise. But many small town residents and
village tradesmen and merchants have not shared in these capital gains. There
are hundreds of small towns in the
values have gone up very little in
At the same time, farm real estate
Middle Weat in which urban real estate
the past decade, or have actually declined.
values in surrounding areas have gone
up rapidly. In this sense, many residents of rural communities have been
denied a share in our rising affluence. They have not shared adequately in
income flows, and have scarcely shared at all in increases in wealth.-12-
The impact of recent trends in the U.S. agricultural
heavily on small rural towns. In Minn@SOta in 1960 there




501 to 1500. Two recent surveys, in 1963 and 1965, have shown clearly that
residential real estate values in towns under 1500 population experienced
a marked relative decline in the 1960[s. Houses and lots of approximately
equivalent size and quality in towns of under 500 population were worth
in 1965 only about two-thirds to three-fourths as much as similar residential
properties in towns of 2001 to 5000 population.Y
Capital gains in rural communities, viewed as microcosm, are redis-
tributing claims on wealth. One of the most important consequences concerns
intra-personal relations among community residents. Farmers, for example, have
been able to finance themselves in part out of anticipated capital gains.
This has not been as available a means of financing for many small town
residents or merchants. Taxation burdens have also been shifted, dut to the
tendency for assessed values to lag behind land market price movements. Tax
burdens lag when values are rising, and persist at unreasonably high levels
long after land values have turned down. Institutional inertia in our tax
and credit systems favors the man whose
the man whose land is falling in value.
these counter-trends appear in the same
In terms of regional distribution,
residential properties were reported in
land is rising in value, and penalizes
It is particularly corrosive when
community, over the same period of time.
the lowest values for small town
southwestern counties of Minnesota,
~ John C. English and Philip M. Raup, The Minnesota Rursl Real Estate Market
in 1965, University of Minnesota,
——
Departm~t ‘1=1 =omics Report .—
No. 529, March 1966, p. 27.-13-
where farm land values per acre are the highest in the state. The
deprivation of small town residential property owners could not be
sharply underlined. Their shares in recent changes in wealth have








the highest. Unrest and dissatisfaction in the small towns of the
lies behind much of the rural concern about recent trends toward
scale or corporation farming. It is significant that the chairman
of a committee of the Minnesota State Senate charged with the study of problems
of corporation farming in 1969 is a Senator representing a 3-county area
with 53,000 residents but only three towns of over 2500 population. The
concern among his constituents is especially prominent in the area’s small
towns . They are experiencing the principal burden of the redistribution of
wealth that is resulting from current changes in the structure of agriculture,
The wealth that is being redistributed involves more than asset values
in farm, residential, or commercial real estate. The lack of service facil-
ities, in both the private and the public sectors, is one of the most
serious deficiencies of many small towns. An Illinois study of changes
1,,. ii,,,. ~,1 l’J:}(~ al,,{ lc~f([l 1~~{~~!,ii~~ \I~{i~l~lcl . ‘~i(l(l ~~~!~llll~i( i~~ll tll]oiot’~1 :1 (1<’~l,i.lli.11~,
level of consumer-oriented services in the smaller towns. “Conversely,
small villages had a higher proportion of producer-oriented services. ...Among
all three categories of villages by changes in population Declining, stable,
or increasing, agricultural production services made up a larger proportion
5/
of the business services in small villages than in large villages.” -
Changes since 1940 have narrowed the service base of smaller rural towns,
~/ C. L. Folse and W. W. Riffe, “Changing Patterns of Business Services and
Population in Illinois Rural Villages,” Illinois Agricultural Economics,
Urbana, Department of Agricultural Economics, University of Illinois,
January 1969, p. 31:-14-
and made them even more dependent on their function as supply centers for
farm production inputs. Trends in the structure of farm firms in the 1970’s
will thus have a much greater impact on these smaller rural towns than was
the case in earlier decades.
This rural failure to share in rising wealth has its counterpart in
urban neighborhoods and core city areas that have felt the blight that sets
in when expectations of property value increases begin to wane . This is
providing us with the raw material for a “revolution of falling expectations,”
in both rural and urban America. The explosive content of this revolution
is provided by the small town residents, the blue-collar workers, and the
men and women who are regarding themselves as “middle class” in this generation,
for the first time in their family history. They see their values being
destroyed, in both figurative and literal senses of the term, and their sense
of injustice is keen, and rising.
National tax and public works policies contribute to this destruction.
Our highway policies subsidize the suburbs. We have supported commercial
agriculture through product markets , and tax policy reinforces these subsidies
to favored sectors. The small rural community has been starved of credit
for residential modernization and it has largely been denied the stimulus of
rigged tax policy that has been the central feature of urban and suburban
housing policy in recent decades. Rural votes supported the “good roads”
amendments to many Mid-West state constitutions that earmarked all revenues
from motor vehicle taxation for the exclusive use of state highway departments.
What originated as a program to “get the farmer out of the mud” has evolved
into a device insuring the expansion of urban and suburban highway networks.
This intensifies the tendency toward urban centralism.-15-
Our experience with the results of tax policy in rural communities is
a distressing repetition of our experience with its effects on farming.
Concessions made through income tax policy have been of greatest benefit to
firms and individuals who had the higher incomes. The small rural community
has scarcely benefitted from rapid depreciation allowances, privileged tax
treatment of real estate income via the capital gains route, or the speculative
investments of non-real estate conglomerate corporations seeking a haven for
earnings that are surplus to the internal capital requirements of their primary
businesses. By acquiring Levitt, the nation’s largest home builder, International
Telephone and Telegraph is symbolic of the conglomerate firm that has entered
the housing market. Its near monopoly position in a communications field
generated surplus capital, and tax policy favored the large urban or sub-
ti !lhistyp eofeconomic urban community as the preferred investment outlet. .
stimulus to massive housing projects increases the tendency for population to
concentrate in big urban congregations. There is no comparable combination
of subsidies and incentives to promote the rural community as a possible
site for decentralized industrial growth.
Our pattern of settlement is supported by our policies, but it is not
at all clear that the pattern is one we want. It is not the result of a conscious
plan. It is the result of an aggregation of policy decisions, no one of which
was designed to destroy small communities. In sum they have had that result.
Does the destruction of the small rural community represent a value choice?
Is it what we want? Or is it possible that the information system underlying
our choice of value goals is defective?
~ John S. Conger, “Conglomerate Land Acquisitions: Reason and Use,” in
Leon Garoian, Ed., Economics of Conglomerate Growth, Corvallis, Dept. of
Agricultural Economics, Orego~State University, 1969, p. 100.-16-
Xv. The Calculus of Choice in Evaluating Alternative Environments —— —
In farm and factory production processes, a key goal is continuity.
The conversion of batch or seasonal processes into flow or continuous
processes is the underlying motive in the search for efficiency. In a
similar sense, a major goal in the perfection of the social dimensions
of our lives is to convert stock variables, represented by environmental
amenities, into flow variables, represented by income. And the key questions
are: Can we represent environment with income? Are all the elements of
welfare quantifiable in money terms?
Can the individual make choices that involve the comparison of non-
quantifiable variables with quantifiable variables? Can he maximize a
total utility function that includes variables for which there is no market
price? Can he do this effectively in the rural community? Is one of the
attractions of the non-farm or urban community the opportunity it gives the
individual to substitute quantifiable components of total welfare for non-
quantifiable components? Cash income for birdsong, for example.
It is increasingly clear to the urban dweller that, in many non-quantifiable
dimensions of his life, he is poorer than he thought. Water, noise and
air pollution, loss of privacy, congestion -- all these diminish him. He
has succeeded in obtaining money income in place of non-quantifiable portions .
of income represented by a less congested physical environment, In this
sense he has converted a stock variable into a flow variable. But is he
richer? And is the destruction of rural communities the only tool we
have to convert environmental stock into environmental flow variables? Is
there no calculus to enable us to make meaningful comparisons among alternatives?
Have we any reliable measure of what we surrender, when we exchange the amenity-17-
values of a more cohesive community for the greater money rewards of an
urban environment?
To ask these questions is to underline the fact that our economy is
only partly monetized. Our marketa put money weights on some of the
variables we need to appraise, in determining our welfare. But they do not
yield money weights for many of the most important variables. It ia in this
sense that deficient markets can be aaid to be the cauae of a reckless
destruction of community values.
Congestion, and its corollary, pollution, are the result of these
defective markets. Congestion is a proxy for market price, but it falls on
all users alike. It is difficult to subject it to the marginal calculus.
The smaller community has one distinct advantage in non-monetized sectors
of human choice: It is possible to identify pollution with the polluter.
Social sanction can be substituted for the police power, in making pollution
expensive, and in forcing the individual to weigh the consequences of his
action or inaction. Non-market forces thus work more efficiently in the highly
integrated small community. We suffer loss when this type of rural community
is destroyed, and not recreated in an urban environment, nor replaced with
a functioning price system.
It is short-sighted to attempt a solution by focusing on urban problems
alone, In the short run, temporary relief may be achieved. But in the long
run, building more urban houses to solve urban housing problems, for example,
may simply intensify the problem. One of the most serious deficiencies in our
calculus of choice concerns the disassociation of cause and effect over time.
The urban problems of today are intimately related to the destruction of
the small communities of yesterday. We lack the analysis that could make
this relation specific.-18-
It is no service to research or to analytical study to shout “agricultural
fundamentalism” at all those who are concerned about the decline of rural
communities . The concern today is with farm more than an outmoded desire to
preserve an ancient and agrarian way of life. It is rather with the growth
of firms so large, so monolithic, and so pervasive in their economic and
political influence that they violate almost all of the assumptions on which
conventional economic analysis haa been baaed.
They do influence price; they do control supply; they do generate and
redirect demand. Firma that are highly integrated do not buy and sell in
conventional competitive markets. They are increasingly insulated from the
effects of changes in cost of production or efficiency at successive stages
of the production and marketing chain. Losses in one segment can be made
good in another segment of the production structure. The product price for
one unit lf an integrated business is the input price in the next successive
unit. In the abaence of competitive factor markets, who is to say which
price is “correct”?
And how are firms of this to be controlled? Conventional ideas
of control through stock holders, or by credit and financial market forces,
are suspect. It appears increasingly unrealistic to talk of control by
“the managers.” The Head of General Motors was forced to amend his testimony
because he apparently, in all honesty, did not know that his firm had attempted
to silence Ralph Nader and his criticisms of automobile safety. The impression
is left of a corporation running out of control. When the top management of .
General Electric could divorce itself successfully from the actions of
executive subordinates in collusive price-fixing, what is left of the theory
of managerial control?-19-
Our communities of the past were spatially oriented. Their functional
interrelations could properly be studied with a transportation model that
sought to minimize travel time or distance. This was once a valid approach
to the question: How many farm service towns, community grocery stores,
or neighborhood filling stations do we need? The validity of this approach
is being rapidly undermined. We still have much of the market structure and
information system that was required for the operation of a system of
location-specific communities, both rural and urban. In the meantime, we
are shifting to a community pattern that is organization-based and occupa-
tionally defined. Location is no longer a key determinant of inter- or
intra-community relationships.
What is needed is a new information system. Vertical integration,
incorporation, and conglomeration are all destroying old market relationships.
With them go the price signals that once made the system work. This goes
far in explaining the current interest in “operations research.” In a
broad sense, this is an attempt to find substitutes for markets destroyed
by integration or conglomeration.
But operations research is no perfect substitute for the information
syslx’111 oncL’provided by the local community, by diffused and fra~ented
market structures, and by atomized competition among producers. The rural
small town and the urban ghetto dealt with some problems very well. They
resolved moral issues; they confronted the polluter with his pollution; and
they provided a feedback network in which lags did not defeat the goals of
managerial responsibility. The information system that we need is one that
will replace these precious assets once provided by the small community, in
both its rural and urban manifestations.-20-
Protests against the destruction of rural communities by conglomerate
corporations or vertically integrated firms are not just the expiring cries
of by-passed agricultural fundamentalists. They are the proteats of a people
who once knew what participatory economic democracy was, in a functional and
meaningful sense of the
the entire structure of
agriculture . At a time
demands upen space, and
term. They are a part of a fundamental protest against
American corporate life, and not only that part affecting
when we are increasingly conscious of our increasing
of the need to improve the quality of our environment,
it is not just agricultural fundamentalists who should
centration of land and agricultural resources in fewer
worry about the con-
and fewer hands.